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Fig.  3.  Increase  of  hydrogen  generation  by  the  hom ogenization  treatm ent  of  beryl l ide  pebbles.

or  cracking  w as observed.  During  oxidation  of  Be,  the  com pressive

stress induced  cracks w ithin  the  BeO scale  because  the  lattice

coherency  betw een  the  substrate  and  the  scale  w as destroyed.  On

the  other  hand,  during  oxidation  of  the  beryll ide,  BeO can  be  form ed

on  the  surface  of  these  pebbles w ith  m inim al  stress because  the

atom ic distances betw een  Be  atom s w ithin  the  BeO scale  are  sim ilar

to  the  m ean  atom ic distance  betw een  Be  atom s w ithin  the  beryll ide

substrate  [5].

3.2.  Homogenized  Be12Ti  pebbles

A  previous study  [4]  established  that  the  hom ogenization

treatm ent  of  the  Be-7.7at.%  Ti  pebbles resulted  in  the  successful

fabrication  of  single  phase  Be12Ti  pebbles that  exhibited  a  higher

degree  of  porosity  than  the  as-granulated  pebbles.  Fig.  3  provides

results of  the  hydrogen  generation  reactivity  of  the  hom ogenized

Be12Ti  pebbles annealed  at  1473  K  for  8  h,  presented  in  conjunction

w ith  the  results given  in  Fig.  2  for  com parison.

The  hom ogenized  Be12Ti  pebbles dem onstrate  m uch  low er

reactivity  than  Be  pebbles because  the  beryll ide  is w ell-know n  to

have  a  low er  reactivity  at  high  tem perature  than  pure  Be  m etal.

How ever,  the  hom ogenized  Be12Ti  pebbles unexpectedly  exhibit

higher  reactivity  than  the  as-granulated  Be-7.7at.%Ti  pebbles w ith

an  increased  am ount  of  hydrogen  generated  by  reaction,  although,

from  the  standpoint  of  appearance,  no  rem arkable  sw ell ing  and

cracking  is observed  from  the  hom ogenized  pebbles,  w hich  is

Fig.  4.  Cross-sectional  observations  of  pebbles:  (a)  an  as-granulated  Be-7.7at.%Ti  pebble  and  (b)  a  hom ogenized  Be12Ti  pebble.

2 モデル

2.1 モデリ ングにおける基本的な考え方

本研究におけるベリ リ ウム/ベリ ライド 微小球ペブル水蒸気反応のキネマティ クスのモデル化において、 基

本的なモデル化のアイデアは、 単一のベリ リウム/ベリ ライド ペブルについて、

1. ペブル “未反応領域の”の質量バランス

2. ペブル “全体の”パワーバランス

に関するモデル方程式を連立する点にある。

さ らに、 以下の実験事実をモデル化において考慮に入れた。

1. ベリ ライド ペブルについては、ペブルが水蒸気に曝されると 、ペブル表面で “速い反応”が発生し 、BeO

酸化膜 (厚さ 1 ∼ 10µm 程度) が形成される。 その後、 酸化膜の内側でペブルの中心に向かって “遅い

反応”が進行する。

2. ベリ リ ウムペブルについては、 BeO がポーラスである。 そのため酸化膜の厚さによって反応速度は変

化することなく 、 ペブルの中心に向かって反応が進行する。

3. 発生したエネルギーは瞬時にベリ ライド 領域と酸化層に 1:1で伝導する。 (Be, Be12Ti と BeO の熱伝

導率が comparableで (40 ∼ 50 W /m/K ) であるため。 )

上記のイメ ージを図 1に示す。

Unreacted	
region

図 1 実験事実を反映したモデリングのイメ ージ図

3

酸化層(BeO)

反応面
モデル化

previously obtained data and experimentally observed facts, summar-

ized in Table 1. For fshape, we account for the experimental data sys-

tematically compiled by Anderl et al., as shown in Fig. 3 in [6], in-

dicating that the reactivity of the beryllium in the pebble shape with

steam is 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than that in the dense disc or

cylinder shape. For fBET, we take the experimentally observed data, as

shown in Table 1 in [8]. For PH2O
, we use the dependency proposed in

[11]: = ( )P/85kPaP H O
0.9

H2O 2 . As for the model factors appeared in (7),

we explore a best- t combination of them to the hydrogen generation

observed experimentally.

3.2. Results of the comparison

The cumulative amounts of the hydrogens generated by the Be-and

Be12Ti-steam reactions calculated by the PSYCHE code are presented in

Fig. 2 with the experimental observations. Fig. 2 indicates that the

model simulation results of the hydrogen generation agree well with

the experimental observations with optimizing the values of the model

factors appeared in Eqs. (5) and (7). Fig. 2(a) also indicates that the

theoretical estimation of the model factor f(Be), presented in Section 3.1,

is plausible. In Fig. 2(b), the curve representing the simulation result is

drastically changed at the elapsed time of t 0.6 h. This is because the

“fast” reaction at the surface skin is nished and then the “slow” re-

action begins to propagate inward. The best- t values of the model

factors of the Be12Ti-steam reactivity are summarized in Table 2.

While the previous experimental studies indicate that the time trend

of the cumulative amount of H2 generated by the Be-steam reaction

looks parabolic (e.g., Ref. [13]), the experimental and simulation re-

sults of the cumulative H2 amounts shown in Fig. 2 do not. The reason

of the Be12Ti pebble case is apparent; the reaction mode changes from

“slow” to “fast” via “intermediate.” As for the pure Be pebbles reaction

with steam we have modeled, Fig. 2(a) indicates that the time trend of

the cumulative amount of the reaction-produced H2 is ‘parabolic-like’

before the time of t 1.2 h, and then the cumulative amount is satu-

rated at t 1.2 h. The saturation behavior observed in the simulation

agree with the experimental result. The cause of the saturation is con-

sidered to be burn-up of the pebbles because a simple estimation in-

dicates that if a Be pebble (with the radius of 0.5 mm) is completely

burned up, the amount of the reaction-produced H2 is 2.5 ×10− 3 l ,

agreeing with both the experimental and simulation results. The si-

mulation result also indicates, as shown in Fig. 3, that the radius of the

un-reacted region of the Be pebbles reaches zero at t 1.2 h. This result

suggests that the pebbles are burned up and then the production of H2 is

terminated at that time.

Fig. 2(b) also indicates that the model simulation overestimates the

H2 generation compared to the experimental result. The overestimation

is maximized at the time of the transition of the reaction mode at

t 0.6 h. A possible reason is that while the pebble is assumed to be

spherically symmetric in the model, the actual surface BeO layer in the

experiments are not perfectly spherically symmetric. Modeling of the

spatial distribution of the pebble temperature or development of a full

3-D simulation code in the spherical coordinate may resolve the dis-

crepancy, which will be addressed as future work.

4. Model simulation in a steam condition relevant to in-box LOCA

This section is devoted to demonstrating applicability of the code

PSYCHE to an analysis of the H2 generation in a possible accident si-

tuation expected in the WCPB DEMO. We have analyzed the dynamics

Table 1

Parametrization of the factors composing the model correction

factor f(Be) appeared in Eqs. (5) and (7).

Factor Value

Shape fshape 0.46

Speci c surface area (BET) fBET 2.2

Pressure of the steam PH2
0.21

Factorization f(Be) 0.21

Fig. 2. Cumulative amount of the hydrogen generated by the (a) Be- and (b) Be12Ti-steam reactions. The solid and dashed curves represent, respectively, the

simulation results and experimental observations.

Table 2

Parametrization of the factors appearing in Eq. (7).

Factor Value

“Fast” reaction layer ox(1) 2.3 m

‘Intermediate” reaction layer ox(2) 4.0 m

“Fast” reaction factor ffast 4.0 ×10− 3

“Slow” reaction factor fslow 0.11

W eighting factor afast 4.0 ×10− 2

Fig. 3. Time history of the radius of the unreacted region of the Be pebble

reacting with the steam. It corresponds to the simulated H2 production shown

in Fig. 2(a).
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水蒸気反応による水素生成量: 実験とモデル計算の比較

水蒸気暴露前 水蒸気暴露後 反応面の拡大図

実験結果と良い一致、
モデル化に成功

中性子増倍材(BeまたはBe-Ti合金ペブル)の水蒸気反応

冷却管破断

M. Nakamura et al
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Apart from the arrangement of the direction of the FW  
cooling pipes, a ‘safety limiter’ may be a candidate for a 
system to reduce the FW  break area. A basic idea is that on 
the safety limiter the heat ux of the runaway electrons is con-
centrated for the sacri ce of the other FW  area.

We consider that a model uncertainty is involved in the 
heat transfer coef cient between the discharged water jet and 

FW. An experimental validation of the modelling of the heat 
transfer coef cient is deserved in a simulation experimental 
device with the operation condition of the water similar to 
PWRs.

Figure 3. Thermohydraulic transient response of the w ater-cooled 
DEMO to the in-vessel loss-of-coolant accident: (a) mass ow rate 
of the discharged water through the pipe break area into the vacuum 
vessel (— — : water, — — : steam), (b) pressure in the primary 
con nement barrier (— — : vacuum vessel, : divertor port, - - - 
-: relief pipe, —  · — : pressure suppression system).
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Figure 5. Schematic of two con gurations of the FW  cooling pipes: 
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Figure 2. Schematics of a MELCOR model of in-VV LOCA.
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事故時における真空容器内の
過渡熱水力挙動を予測

真空容器内圧の経時変化
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Fig .  4.  Average  th ickness  distribution  along  Y (spanw ise)  direction  at  X  =  0  m m

under  vacuum .

Fig.  5  show s  the  average  thickness  distribution  along  the  X direc-

tion  at  Y =  0  m m  under  vacuum  and  the  result  of  com parison  w ith

the  analytical  prediction  (Eq.  (10)).  The  solid  l ines  represent  plots

of  Eq.  (10)  w ith  param eter  u0 ,  w here  h0 =  0.025  m ,  g  =  9.8  m /s2 ,

R =  0.245  m ,  xBC =  0.216  m ,  the  sam e  param eter  values  as those  of

the  ELTL target.

The  target  thickness  increased  w ith  X (x)  from  the  nozzle  exit

(x  =  0),  peaked  at  the  beam  center  X =  0  or  x  =  xBC,  and  then  decreased

w ith  X.  The  increase  in  the  range  of  X  ≤  0  w as caused  m ainly  by  an

increase  in  static pressure,  and  the  decrease  in  the  range  of  X ≥  0  w as

caused  m ainly  by  a  decrease  in  static pressure.  The  absolute  values

of  the  rates  of  increase  and  decrease  are  not  equal  to  each  other.

This  is because  the  fl uid  is accelerated  by  gravitational  force.  M ore

precisely,  the  fl uid  is decelerated  by  the  net  force  of  the  negative

pressure  gradient  and  gravitational  force  in  the  range  of  X ≤  0,  but  it

is accelerated  by  the  net  force  of  the  positive  pressure  gradient  and

gravitational  force  in  the  range  of  X  ≥  0.  In  this  sense,  gravitational

force  played  a  requisite  role  in  the  present  case.  The  target  thickness

w ould  no  longer  depend  on  the  fl uid  velocity  in  Eq.  (10)  i f  w e  w ere

to  disregard  gravitational  force.

The  static  pressure  distribution  along  the  X  direction  w as

designed  intentionally  to  increase  the  static  pressure  of  Li  near

the  beam  irradiation  region  to  prevent  Li  boil ing  because  of  the

extraordinary  beam  input  pow er  of  10  M W  [11].  According  to  Eq.

(10),  i f  w e  increase  the  curvature  radius  of  the  back  w all  to  achieve

a  perm issible  level  of  Li  boil ing,  w e  can  obtain  a  fl atter  target.

Ununiform ity  along  the  X  direction  w as just  0.16  m m  at  Um =  15

m /s and  Pg =  10−3 Pa  inside  the  beam  footprint.

Fig .  5.  Average  th ickness  distribution  along  X  (stream w ise)  direction  at  Y =  0  m m

under  vacuum  and  com parison  w ith  analytical  prediction .

Fig .  6.  Velocity  dependence  of  average  th ickness  considering  gas  pressure.

4.2.  Velocity  dependence  of average  thickness

Fig.  6  show s  the  average  thickness  at  the  beam  center  of  (X,

Y)  =  (0,  0)  and  Li  tem perature  of  250 ◦ C as a  function  of  Um consid-

ering  the  gas pressure.  The  velocity  dependence  of  the  average

thickness  is clear;  the  average  thickness  decreases  sharply  at  veloc-

ities  less than  approxim ately  10  m /s,  w hile  approaching  a  plateau

w ith  an  increase  in  velocity.  The  solid  l ine  in  this fi gure  indicates  the

analytical  result  of  Eq.  (10)  (h0 =  0.025  m ,  g  =  9.8  m /s2 ,  R =  0.245  m ,

xBC =  0.216  m ).  The  predicted  curve  is slightly  larger  than  the  curve

plotted  using  experim ental  data.  In  the  analysis,  the  velocity  profi le

w as not  sm oothly  connected  at  the  beam  center  and  that  m ay  have

caused  this  difference.  How ever,  the  trend  of  the  curve  is alm ost

identical  to  that  of  the  experim ental  data,  and  the  agreem ent  w ith

each  other  is excellent.  Furtherm ore,  the  relationship  betw een  the

average  thickness  and  Um does  not  change  for  gas pressures  ranging

from  10−3 to  105 Pa.  This  w as also  predicted  using  Eq.  (10),  w hich

does  not  account  for  the  pressure  of  the  surrounding  gas.

4.3.  Pressure  dependence  of average  thickness

Fig.  7  show s  the  pressure  dependence  of  average  thickness  at

Um =  15  m /s,  X =  0  m m  and  Li  tem perature  of  250 ◦ C.  It  can  be  seen

in  this  fi gure  that  w ithin  the  m easurem ent  uncertainty,  the  average

thickness  does  not  depend  on  pressure  ranging  from  10−3 to  105 Pa

at  Um =  15  m /s.  The  pressure  dependence  of  the  average  thickness  of

the  other  fl ow  velocity  is already  show n  in  Fig.  6.  In  conclusion,  the

average  thickness  is independent  of  the  surrounding  gas pressure

for  all  velocities.

Fig .  7.  Pressure  dependence  of  average  th ickness  at  Um =  15  m /s.
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Fig. A-2 Analytical model with the  coordinate system 

 

From Eq. A-5, Eq. A-1 becomes; 

( , ) = ( ) + . 

Eq. A-6 

 Next, we derive the velocity distribution. Using the Bernoulli’s theorem, we can 

obtain the velocity at the back wall, = ( , 0), and the velocity at the free surface, =
( , ), as follows. At = 0 (back wall), 

1

2
+ =

1

2
+ ( , 0) , 

Δb
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A. Appendix 

A.1 Analysis of target thickness and velocity profile 

In this section, the target thickness and the velocity profile in the depth-wise direction 

are analytically predicted. A simple 2-dimensional straight channel is modeled after the real 

target channel, translating the curvature of the real channel to the pressure distribution in the 

modeled flow (in terms of fluid mechanics, “curvature” produces “pressure distribution”) as 

shown in Fig. A-1. 

 

 

Fig. A-1 Schematic of analytical model 

 

 First of all, we need some hypotheses on a static pressure and velocity distribution of 

the target flow to simply analyze it. 

As for the static pressure, let us assume the static pressure at the free surface is equal 

to the pressure of a surrounding gas and uniform along the streamwise direction. On the other 

hand, at the back wall, the static pressure increases toward the beam center and then decreases 

toward the downstream region. Here, let us assume the increase and decrease rate of the static 

pressure along the back wall is constant considering the back wall design [A-1], in other 

words, the static pressure along the streamwise direction is distributed linearly as; 

( , ) = + , 

Eq. A-1 
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Fig.  3.  Increase  of  hydrogen  generation  by  the  hom ogenization  treatm ent  of  beryll ide  pebbles.

or  cracking  w as observed.  During  oxidation  of  Be,  the  com pressive

stress induced  cracks w ithin  the  BeO scale  because  the  lattice

coherency  betw een  the  substrate  and  the  scale  w as destroyed.  On

the  other  hand,  during  oxidation  of  the  beryll ide,  BeO can  be  form ed

on  the  surface  of  these  pebbles w ith  m inim al  stress because  the

atom ic distances betw een  Be  atom s w ithin  the  BeO scale  are  sim ilar

to  the  m ean  atom ic distance  betw een  Be  atom s w ithin  the  beryll ide

substrate  [5].

3.2.  Homogenized  Be12Ti  pebbles

A  previous study  [4]  established  that  the  hom ogenization

treatm ent  of  the  Be-7.7at.%  Ti  pebbles resulted  in  the  successful

fabrication  of  single  phase  Be12Ti  pebbles that  exhibited  a  higher

degree  of  porosity  than  the  as-granulated  pebbles.  Fig.  3  provides

results of  the  hydrogen  generation  reactivity  of  the  hom ogenized

Be12Ti  pebbles annealed  at  1473  K  for  8  h,  presented  in  conjunction

w ith  the  results given  in  Fig.  2  for  com parison.

The  hom ogenized  Be12Ti  pebbles dem onstrate  m uch  low er

reactivity  than  Be  pebbles because  the  beryll ide  is w ell-know n  to

have  a  low er  reactivity  at  high  tem perature  than  pure  Be  m etal.

How ever,  the  hom ogenized  Be12Ti  pebbles unexpectedly  exhibit

higher  reactivity  than  the  as-granulated  Be-7.7at.%Ti  pebbles w ith

an  increased  am ount  of  hydrogen  generated  by  reaction,  although,

from  the  standpoint  of  appearance,  no  rem arkable  sw ell ing  and

cracking  is observed  from  the  hom ogenized  pebbles,  w hich  is

Fig.  4.  Cross-sectional  observations  of  pebbles:  (a)  an  as-granulated  Be-7.7at.%Ti  pebble  and  (b)  a  hom ogenized  Be12Ti  pebble.

2 モデル

2.1 モデリ ングにおける基本的な考え方

本研究におけるベリ リ ウム/ベリ ライド 微小球ペブル水蒸気反応のキネマティ クスのモデル化において、 基

本的なモデル化のアイデアは、 単一のベリ リウム/ベリ ライド ペブルについて、

1. ペブル “未反応領域の”の質量バランス

2. ペブル “全体の”パワーバランス

に関するモデル方程式を連立する点にある。

さらに、 以下の実験事実をモデル化において考慮に入れた。

1. ベリ ライド ペブルについては、ペブルが水蒸気に曝されると 、ペブル表面で “速い反応”が発生し 、BeO

酸化膜 (厚さ 1 ∼ 10µm 程度) が形成される。 その後、 酸化膜の内側でペブルの中心に向かって “遅い

反応”が進行する。

2. ベリ リ ウムペブルについては、 BeO がポーラスである。 そのため酸化膜の厚さによって反応速度は変

化することなく 、 ペブルの中心に向かって反応が進行する。

3. 発生したエネルギーは瞬時にベリ ライド 領域と酸化層に 1:1で伝導する。 (Be, Be12Ti と BeO の熱伝

導率が comparableで (40 ∼ 50 W /m/K ) であるため。 )

上記のイメ ージを図 1に示す。

Unreacted	
region

図 1 実験事実を反映したモデリングのイメ ージ図
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Oxidation 
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Reaction 
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Modeling

previously obtained data and experimentally observed facts, summar-

ized in Table 1. For fshape, we account for the experimental data sys-

tematically compiled by Anderl et al., as shown in Fig. 3 in [6], in-

dicating that the reactivity of the beryllium in the pebble shape with

steam is 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than that in the dense disc or

cylinder shape. For fBET, we take the experimentally observed data, as

shown in Table 1 in [8]. For PH2O
, we use the dependency proposed in

[11]: = ( )P/85kPaP H O
0.9

H2O 2 . As for the model factors appeared in (7),

we explore a best- t combination of them to the hydrogen generation

observed experimentally.

3.2. Results of the comparison

The cumulative amounts of the hydrogens generated by the Be-and

Be12Ti-steam reactions calculated by the PSYCHE code are presented in

Fig. 2 with the experimental observations. Fig. 2 indicates that the

model simulation results of the hydrogen generation agree well with

the experimental observations with optimizing the values of the model

factors appeared in Eqs. (5) and (7). Fig. 2(a) also indicates that the

theoretical estimation of the model factor f(Be), presented in Section 3.1,

is plausible. In Fig. 2(b), the curve representing the simulation result is

drastically changed at the elapsed time of t 0.6 h. This is because the

“fast” reaction at the surface skin is nished and then the “slow” re-

action begins to propagate inward. The best- t values of the model

factors of the Be12Ti-steam reactivity are summarized in Table 2.

While the previous experimental studies indicate that the time trend

of the cumulative amount of H2 generated by the Be-steam reaction

looks parabolic (e.g., Ref. [13]), the experimental and simulation re-

sults of the cumulative H2 amounts shown in Fig. 2 do not. The reason

of the Be12Ti pebble case is apparent; the reaction mode changes from

“slow” to “fast” via “intermediate.” As for the pure Be pebbles reaction

with steam we have modeled, Fig. 2(a) indicates that the time trend of

the cumulative amount of the reaction-produced H2 is ‘parabolic-like’

before the time of t 1.2 h, and then the cumulative amount is satu-

rated at t 1.2 h. The saturation behavior observed in the simulation

agree with the experimental result. The cause of the saturation is con-

sidered to be burn-up of the pebbles because a simple estimation in-

dicates that if a Be pebble (with the radius of 0.5 mm) is completely

burned up, the amount of the reaction-produced H2 is 2.5 ×10− 3 l ,

agreeing with both the experimental and simulation results. The si-

mulation result also indicates, as shown in Fig. 3, that the radius of the

un-reacted region of the Be pebbles reaches zero at t 1.2 h. This result

suggests that the pebbles are burned up and then the production of H2 is

terminated at that time.

Fig. 2(b) also indicates that the model simulation overestimates the

H2 generation compared to the experimental result. The overestimation

is maximized at the time of the transition of the reaction mode at

t 0.6 h. A possible reason is that while the pebble is assumed to be

spherically symmetric in the model, the actual surface BeO layer in the

experiments are not perfectly spherically symmetric. Modeling of the

spatial distribution of the pebble temperature or development of a full

3-D simulation code in the spherical coordinate may resolve the dis-

crepancy, which will be addressed as future work.

4. Model simulation in a steam condition relevant to in-box LOCA

This section is devoted to demonstrating applicability of the code

PSYCHE to an analysis of the H2 generation in a possible accident si-

tuation expected in the WCPB DEMO. We have analyzed the dynamics

Table 1

Parametrization of the factors composing the model correction

factor f(Be) appeared in Eqs. (5) and (7).

Factor Value

Shape fshape 0.46

Speci c surface area (BET) fBET 2.2

Pressure of the steam PH2
0.21

Factorization f(Be) 0.21

Fig. 2. Cumulative amount of the hydrogen generated by the (a) Be- and (b) Be12Ti-steam reactions. The solid and dashed curves represent, respectively, the

simulation results and experimental observations.

Table 2

Parametrization of the factors appearing in Eq. (7).

Factor Value

“Fast” reaction layer ox(1) 2.3 m

‘Intermediate” reaction layer ox(2) 4.0 m

“Fast” reaction factor ffast 4.0 ×10− 3

“Slow” reaction factor fslow 0.11

W eighting factor afast 4.0 ×10− 2

Fig. 3. Time history of the radius of the unreacted region of the Be pebble

reacting with the steam. It corresponds to the simulated H2 production shown

in Fig. 2(a).

M.M. Nakamura et al.

H2 generation due to the vapor reaction: experiments vs modeling

Before H2O exposure Reaction front

Good agreement of 
the modeling with 

the experiments

Vapor reaction with the neutron multiplier (Be or Be-Ti alloy pebble)

After H2O exposure

Break of cooling pipes

M. Nakamura et al
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Apart from the arrangement of the direction of the FW  
cooling pipes, a ‘safety limiter’ may be a candidate for a 
system to reduce the FW  break area. A basic idea is that on 
the safety limiter the heat ux of the runaway electrons is con-
centrated for the sacri ce of the other FW  area.

We consider that a model uncertainty is involved in the 
heat transfer coef cient between the discharged water jet and 

FW. An experimental validation of the modelling of the heat 
transfer coef cient is deserved in a simulation experimental 
device with the operation condition of the water similar to 
PWRs.

Figure 3. Thermohydraulic transient response of the w ater-cooled 
DEMO to the in-vessel loss-of-coolant accident: (a) mass ow rate 
of the discharged water through the pipe break area into the vacuum 
vessel (— — : water, — — : steam), (b) pressure in the primary 
con nement barrier (— — : vacuum vessel, : divertor port, - - - 
-: relief pipe, —  · — : pressure suppression system).
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Figure 5. Schematic of two con gurations of the FW  cooling pipes: 
(a) poloidal piping (reference), (b) toroidal piping.
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Figure 2. Schematics of a MELCOR model of in-VV LOCA.
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Fig .  4.  Average  th ickness  distribution  along  Y (spanw ise)  direction  at  X  =  0  m m

under  vacuum .

Fig.  5  show s  the  average  thickness  distribution  along  the  X direc-

tion  at  Y =  0  m m  under  vacuum  and  the  result  of  com parison  w ith

the  analytical  prediction  (Eq.  (10)).  The  solid  l ines  represent  plots

of  Eq.  (10)  w ith  param eter  u0 ,  w here  h0 =  0.025  m ,  g  =  9.8  m /s2 ,

R =  0.245  m ,  xBC =  0.216  m ,  the  sam e  param eter  values  as those  of

the  ELTL target.

The  target  thickness  increased  w ith  X (x)  from  the  nozzle  exit

(x  =  0),  peaked  at  the  beam  center  X  =  0  or  x  =  xBC,  and  then  decreased

w ith  X.  The  increase  in  the  range  of  X ≤  0  w as  caused  m ainly  by  an

increase  in  static  pressure,  and  the  decrease  in  the  range  of  X  ≥  0  w as

caused  m ainly  by  a  decrease  in  static  pressure.  The  absolute  values

of  the  rates  of  increase  and  decrease  are  not  equal  to  each  other.

This  is because  the  fl uid  is accelerated  by  gravitational  force.  M ore

precisely,  the  fl uid  is decelerated  by  the  net  force  of  the  negative

pressure  gradient  and  gravitational  force  in  the  range  of  X ≤  0,  but  it

is accelerated  by  the  net  force  of  the  positive  pressure  gradient  and

gravitational  force  in  the  range  of  X ≥  0.  In  this sense,  gravitational

force  played  a  requisite  role  in  the  present  case.  The  target  thickness

w ould  no  longer  depend  on  the  fl uid  velocity  in  Eq.  (10)  i f  w e  w ere

to  disregard  gravitational  force.

The  static pressure  distribution  along  the  X direction  w as

designed  intentionally  to  increase  the  static  pressure  of  Li  near

the  beam  irradiation  region  to  prevent  Li  boil ing  because  of  the

extraordinary  beam  input  pow er  of  10  M W  [11].  According  to  Eq.

(10),  i f  w e  increase  the  curvature  radius  of  the  back  w all  to  achieve

a  perm issible  level  of  Li  boil ing,  w e  can  obtain  a  fl atter  target.

Ununiform ity  along  the  X direction  w as  just  0.16  m m  at  Um =  15

m /s and  Pg =  10−3 Pa  inside  the  beam  footprint.

Fig .  5.  Average  th ickness  distribution  along  X  (stream w ise)  direction  at  Y =  0  m m

under  vacuum  and  com parison  w ith  analytical  prediction .

Fig .  6.  Velocity  dependence  of  average  th ickness  considering  gas  pressure.

4.2.  Velocity  dependence  of average  thickness

Fig.  6  show s  the  average  thickness  at  the  beam  center  of  (X,

Y)  =  (0,  0)  and  Li  tem perature  of  250 ◦ C as a  function  of  Um consid-

ering  the  gas pressure.  The  velocity  dependence  of  the  average

thickness  is clear;  the  average  thickness  decreases  sharply  at  veloc-

ities  less than  approxim ately  10  m /s,  w hile  approaching  a  plateau

w ith  an  increase  in  velocity.  The  solid  l ine  in  this fi gure  indicates  the

analytical  result  of  Eq.  (10)  (h0 =  0.025  m ,  g  =  9.8  m /s2 ,  R =  0.245  m ,

xBC =  0.216  m ).  The  predicted  curve  is slightly  larger  than  the  curve

plotted  using  experim ental  data.  In  the  analysis,  the  velocity  profi le

w as  not  sm oothly  connected  at  the  beam  center  and  that  m ay  have

caused  this  difference.  How ever,  the  trend  of  the  curve  is alm ost

identical  to  that  of  the  experim ental  data,  and  the  agreem ent  w ith

each  other  is excellent.  Furtherm ore,  the  relationship  betw een  the

average  thickness  and  Um does  not  change  for  gas pressures  ranging

from  10−3 to  105 Pa.  This  w as also  predicted  using  Eq.  (10),  w hich

does  not  account  for  the  pressure  of  the  surrounding  gas.

4.3.  Pressure  dependence  of average  thickness

Fig.  7  show s  the  pressure  dependence  of  average  thickness  at

Um =  15  m /s,  X =  0  m m  and  Li  tem perature  of  250 ◦ C.  It  can  be  seen

in  this  fi gure  that  w ithin  the  m easurem ent  uncertainty,  the  average

thickness  does  not  depend  on  pressure  ranging  from  10−3 to  105 Pa

at  Um =  15  m /s.  The  pressure  dependence  of  the  average  thickness  of

the  other  fl ow  velocity  is already  show n  in  Fig.  6.  In  conclusion,  the

average  thickness  is independent  of  the  surrounding  gas pressure

for  all  velocities.

Fig .  7.  Pressure  dependence  of  average  th ickness  at  Um =  15  m /s.
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Fig. A-2 Analytical model with the  coordinate system 

 

From Eq. A-5, Eq. A-1 becomes; 

( , ) = ( ) + . 

Eq. A-6 

 Next, we derive the velocity distribution. Using the Bernoulli’s theorem, we can 

obtain the velocity at the back wall, = ( , 0), and the velocity at the free surface, =
( , ), as follows. At = 0 (back wall), 

1

2
+ =

1

2
+ ( , 0) , 

Δb
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A. Appendix 

A.1 Analysis of target thickness and velocity profile 

In this section, the target thickness and the velocity profile in the depth-wise direction 

are analytically predicted. A simple 2-dimensional straight channel is modeled after the real 

target channel, translating the curvature of the real channel to the pressure distribution in the 

modeled flow (in terms of fluid mechanics, “curvature” produces “pressure distribution”) as 

shown in Fig. A-1. 

 

 

Fig. A-1 Schematic of analytical model 

 

 First of all, we need some hypotheses on a static pressure and velocity distribution of 

the target flow to simply analyze it. 

As for the static pressure, let us assume the static pressure at the free surface is equal 

to the pressure of a surrounding gas and uniform along the streamwise direction. On the other 

hand, at the back wall, the static pressure increases toward the beam center and then decreases 

toward the downstream region. Here, let us assume the increase and decrease rate of the static 

pressure along the back wall is constant considering the back wall design [A-1], in other 

words, the static pressure along the streamwise direction is distributed linearly as; 

( , ) = + , 

Eq. A-1 
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